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all ingredients of each listed food
group in the product must be organically produced; and
(iii) Which appears in letters that do
not exceed one-half the size of the largest type size on the panel and which
appears in its entirety in the same type
size, style, and color without highlighting.
(2) The percentage of organic ingredients in the product. The size of the percentage statement must not exceed
one-half the size of the largest type
size on the panel on which the statement is displayed and must appear in
its entirety in the same type size,
style, and color without highlighting.
(3) The seal, logo, or other identifying mark of the certifying agent that
certified the handler of the finished
product.
(b) Agricultural products in packages
described in § 205.301(c) must:
(1) In the ingredient statement, identify each organic ingredient with the
word, ‘‘organic,’’ or with an asterisk or
other reference mark which is defined
below the ingredient statement to indicate the ingredient is organically produced. Water or salt included as ingredients cannot be identified as organic.
(2) On the information panel, below
the information identifying the handler or distributor of the product and
preceded by the statement, ‘‘Certified
organic by * * *,’’ or similar phrase,
identify the name of the certifying
agent that certified the handler of the
finished product: Except, That, the
business address, Internet address, or
telephone number of the certifying
agent may be included in such label.
(c) Agricultural products in packages
described in § 205.301(c) must not display the USDA seal.
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§ 205.305 Multi-ingredient
packaged
products with less than 70 percent
organically produced ingredients.
(a) An agricultural product with less
than 70 percent organically produced
ingredients may only identify the organic content of the product by:
(1) Identifying each organically produced ingredient in the ingredient
statement with the word, ‘‘organic,’’ or
with an asterisk or other reference
mark which is defined below the ingre-

dient statement to indicate the ingredient is organically produced, and
(2) If the organically produced ingredients are identified in the ingredient
statement, displaying the product’s
percentage of organic contents on the
information panel.
(b) Agricultural products with less
than 70 percent organically produced
ingredients must not display:
(1) The USDA seal; and
(2) Any certifying agent seal, logo, or
other identifying mark which represents organic certification of a product or product ingredients.
§ 205.306

Labeling of livestock feed.

(a) Livestock feed products described
in § 205.301(e)(1) and (e)(2) may display
on any package panel the following
terms:
(1) The statement, ‘‘100 percent organic’’ or ‘‘organic,’’ as applicable, to
modify the name of the feed product;
(2) The USDA seal;
(3) The seal, logo, or other identifying mark of the certifying agent
which certified the production or handling operation producing the raw or
processed organic ingredients used in
the finished product, Provided, That,
such seals or marks are not displayed
more prominently than the USDA seal;
(4) The word, ‘‘organic,’’ or an asterisk or other reference mark which is
defined on the package to identify ingredients that are organically produced. Water or salt included as ingredients cannot be identified as organic.
(b) Livestock feed products described
in § 205.301(e)(1) and (e)(2) must:
(1) On the information panel, below
the information identifying the handler or distributor of the product and
preceded by the statement, ‘‘Certified
organic by * * *,’’ or similar phrase,
display the name of the certifying
agent that certified the handler of the
finished product. The business address,
Internet address, or telephone number
of the certifying agent may be included
in such label.
(2) Comply with other Federal agency
or State feed labeling requirements as
applicable.
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